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IOACHIM JEAN ABERBACH

24 BARKERS POINT ROAD

SANDS POINT, L. I.,NEW YORK 1050

November 17 , 1970

Mrs. Duncan Phillips
The Phillips Collection
1600 21st Street , N.W.
Washington , D.C.

Dear Mrs. Phillips :

Enclosed please find copy of a letter I received
from Mr. Dieter Keller , Stuttgart , dated October
12th , which is self - explanatory .

Would you please be good enough to have the necessary
color transparency made of the Hundertwasser painting
entitled " BLUE MOON " and forward same , together with
bill , directly to Mr. Keller ?

Thanking you in advance and with all good wishes , I
remain ,

Mywife joinsul Sincerely ,

sluchingorwarmest JelunJublenty
reganos Joachim Jean Åberbach
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cc : Mr. Dieter Keller
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Sobre
381-8261

dieter Keller

October 12th . , 1970 7 stuttgart - feuerbach

siemensstrasse 52/1

(GERMANY

Dear Mr. Aberbach ,

Please , allow me to approch you in the matter of a calendar , which
I am preparing to publish in collaboration with the Cicero-Verlag in
Stuttgart for the coming year . The calendar is to contain twelve
large - sized reproduction of paintings by HUNDERTWASSER . We have
permission from Mr. Hundertwasser himself . The calendar promises

to be exceptionally fine and we all hope that it will have success .

Included among the twelve reproductions is a especially beautiful
painting " Blue Moon " by Hundertwasser , which is in your possession .
Mr. Hundertwasser himself told us to include this painting in the
calendar , because he seems to love it especially and thinks higly
of its quality . We ourselves would very much like to have your
picture " Blue Moon " in the calendar and should like to ask your

permission for reproducing it .

Unfortunately there is no color transparency in Mr. Hundertwasser's
archive and he asked us to write to you in the matter . Would you ,
please , be so kind and ask a professional photographer of New York
to make a color transparency of the painting , preferably in the format
of 8 x 10 ' . All expenses go on us and will be refunded to you
immediately after you tell me the amount . However , the transparency
should reach us as soon as possible as we have no time to loose if
we want the calendar to be published on the scheduled time .

Thanking you in advance , dear Mr. Aberbach , for the trouble you
will be taking on our and on Mr. Hundertwasser's behalf , we are ,

very truly yoursbrum, من


